Spontaneous cortical granule release and alteration of zona pellucida properties during and after meiotic maturation of mouse oocytes.
Exocytosis of cortical granules (CGs) and the concomitant electron density changes of the zona pellucida (ZP) in the absence of sperm penetration were investigated in mouse oocytes processed with tannic acid containing fixation at various stages during and after maturation. After fusion of the CG membrane with the plasma membrane, the CG contents became very electron-dense, due to tannic acid. CG material is seen to be made up of coarse granular structures which gradually change to fine amorphous structures, which accumulate within the developing perivitelline space (PVS). When the coarse CG material attaches to the ZP, small domains exhibiting higher electron density appeared, and the number of these domains gradually increased. Release of CG was observed from metaphase I through metaphase II. In metaphase I to immediately after ovulation, the higher electron density of ZP and CG release was restricted to the cortical area overlying the meiotic spindle. Finally, the CG-free domain formed itself overlying the meiotic spindle as a result of CG release. However, in oviductal ova, CG release additionally occurred in the hemisphere opposite the spindle. At this stage the entire PVS was well developed and contained numerous fine electron-dense materials. Moreover, the inner half of the ZP increased in electron density as well. This change in electron density of the ZP might be associated with released CG material. These results suggest that the "partial cortical reaction" may play an important role in conditioning the ZP prior to ZP reaction.